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Technology Partners and our
Podium Partner Ecosystem
We have a bold vision at Lendlease Digital, to bring Simplicity and Clarity
as we Curate Better Places, powered by Data. To achieve our vision, we
are assembling a value-adding network of partners and collaborative
organisations. We have a clear ecosystem strategy, which is essential to
Podium’s success and our vision for transformation of the property sector.
The four partnership models that
underpin the Podium Partner
Ecosystem are:
Core Partners
Go-To-Market Partners
Knowledge Partners
Technology Partners
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We are building unique offerings in which
we intend to leverage the best of the market,
through our Core and Knowledge Partners.
We believe in a distributed path to market,
enabling people to access our products in ways
which suit their current, and emerging, needs.
For this reason, we have a trusted network of
Go-To-Market Partners who we use to deliver
the best of our offerings.
The property and construction industries are in
a time of great change, presenting opportunities
and challenges for all participants. We believe
that by collaborating with industry partners,
everyone can leverage new opportunities and
benefits, addressing the challenges together.
For this reason, we are working closely with
Technology Partners to ensure our solutions
provide leading edge capability for development
partners and take advantage of the best thinking
and innovative creation at the forefront of
software and industry solutions today.

Technology
Partners
Technology Partners provide the innovation, creativity
and unique market perspective that help deliver
powerful products as part of our Podium offering.
Our Technology Partners are leaders in
their fields, with established reputations
for entrepreneurship, creation of niche
solutions or unique expertise in a domain
of the property sector.

•

Co-develop and provide new product
offerings that help us break down the silos
of data and capability that are common in
the property industry.

•

Create key solutions, modules, ingestion
interfaces, algorithms and other offerings
that leverage the data made available
through Podium to provide new services
to clients.

•

Develop, provide and support the
integration solutions and building data
ingestion capabilities that are essential to
pursuing a bold future, powered by data.

Technology Partners help us lead the
industry in three key areas:
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Get Involved
– meet us!
One of the founding principles of our partnerships is mutual benefit
for both Lendlease and our Podium Technology partners.
By becoming a partner we can provide deeper insight into the Podium campaign.
Partnership benefits can include:

Opportunity
to access Podium
customers through
participation in our
new, empowered
ecosystem.

Involvement in expansion
of and early access to the
Podium industry models,
enabling rapid creation of
new products for Podium
customers.

Financial benefits that
include rebates, preferential
rates, reseller margins,
discounted licensing,
royalty/introduction fees
and other models.

Start a conversation with us

Ciaran Hennessy
Principal Software Architect

Pete Swanson
Strategic Partnerships Manager

ciaran.hennessy@lendlease.com

pete.swanson@lendlease.com

For more information go to lendlease.com/digital
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